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We Are Jumping!
The taxi lurched to the rhythm of my stomach. The absence of a seat belt 
made me uncomfortable. Out of control. I stared bug-eyed out the cracked 
windshield, trying desperately to latch onto something familiar, something 
grounding, to place everything else into a comprehensible perspective. But 
instead, I saw a tremendous balancing act, women with baskets of meat pies 
on their heads, roadside stands with ten or more oranges stacked precari-
ously one on top of another. I saw homes ready to collapse, tin roofs held up 
by leaning wooden planks, babies held to their mothers’ backs with nothing 
but pieces of cloth tied in the front. I saw a country on the verge of disaster, 
like a Jenga tower, late in the game, ready to topple. 
All I saw that first day was difference. Different cars and different build-
ings and different people. Every shade of brown, all the rusty roofs and trash 
and dirt and faces that stared back at me. Spiraling barbed wire lined the 
tops of crumbling cinder block walls. Black plastic bags wafted away from 
the ditch where they’d been thrown. Clothes hung on sagging nylon lines, 
gray from too many washings, flapped in the warm wind against the overcast 
sky. The people and the cars were bustling, blaring, clogging the streets. 
And as my taxi reached the peak of a hill, the difference seemed endless, the 
desolation stretching as far as I could see, repeating itself over and over, like 
a city surrounded by mirrors.
“Accra is too big.” In the front seat Teiko switched to English, for my 
sake. He was the program director in Ghana from my volunteer organiza-
tion, and he was escorting me to my placement. I mumbled my agreement. 
I must have looked miserable to him, scowling in the backseat. The smell of 
exhaust and burning trash was everywhere, invading my nose and mouth. 
There were people in the streets selling shoes and toilet paper and sunglasses 
and apples. They came right up to the window of the car, seeing only my 
whiteness, my ability to buy anything they were selling, and I tried not to 
make eye contact. That day, I didn’t know anything of the problems of ur-
banization. I couldn’t have. I didn’t know about the children working and 
the disabled begging and the people starving.
Eventually, though, the endless strings of dilapidated buildings grew 
long strips of nothingness between them. We were leaving Accra. This was 
my orientation, my welcome to Ghana, I guessed, as Teiko pointed to a 
vast open area paved with bricks. “Dis is the new market, on Mondays and 
Thursdays.” We swerved around potholes big enough to swim in. I wanted 
to ask, where are we going? Are they expecting me? Am I wearing the right 
Cara Stoddard
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